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Abstract 

There are several applications that use sensor 
m.otes and researchers continue to explore addi
tional applications. For the intruder detection 
application, we use a set of Berkley mica2 motes 
on TinyOS operating system. Different types of 
sensors such as pressure, light, and so on can be 
used to identify the presence of an intruder in 
the field. In our case, we choose light sensors 
for the detection . When an intruder crosses the 
monitored environment, the system detects the 
changes on the light values. A ny change greater 
than a pre-defined threshold indicates the pres
ence of an intruder. An integrated webcam is 
used to take snapshot of the intruder and trans
mit the pictures through the network to a remote 
station. The basic motivation of this paper is that 
a sensor-based web system can be used to detect 
any intruder in a specific area from a remote lo
cation. 

Keywords: intrusion detection, sensor networks 

1 Intruction 

Over the years , many people have seen the use of 
alarm systems and video cameras in combination to 
detect and prevent intruders . A complete security 
system requires large numbers of cameras with alert 
operators who are actively looking for intruders or 
suspicious activity, which is not an effective way 
to detect intruders. Therefore, this paper is con
centrated on looking for a technology that is easy 
to deploy and non-intrusively locate targets a nd in
truders. A system should alert the operator to look 
at a specific area only where intrusion is detected 
by the sensor motes. 

There are several sensor motes which collect var
ious types of data, such as light level, pressure, and 
so on. The sensor nodes will use different threshold 
values for different types of applications. Each sen
sor node communicates with each other and trans
mits the data to the central control station which is 
the stargate computer. More details of thi . st argate 
computer will be discussed later on. Sensor motes 
operating at 900 IvIHz frequency in ad hoc mode 
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Figure 1: System overview 

will be used to detect intruders in a monitored field. 
The real-time sensor data are used to check for the 
presence of an intruder. First, these motes are pro
grammed to send the sensor data at a preset fre
quencv. then, this data is collected and monitored 
from the motes using a stargate computer in a wire
less mode. Finally, a web cam takes pictures of the 
intruder and transmits them to the Apache web 
server where such pictures can be accessed by se
curity personnels through the Internet . A baseline 
data and background noise calibrations are needed 
in order to carry out the measurements . For ex
ample, when someone crosses close to the motes 
located on the ground, there would be a change in 
pressure or light sensitivity, which in turn migh t in
dicate an intruder. Figure 1 illustrates the system 
overview. 

The connection between sensors and MIB510 or 
between clients and stargate computer are all wire
less. The MIB510 is linked to a local computer 
by RS-232 serial port cable. The same connection 
is used between this local computer and stargate 
computer. A webcam is connected to stargate com
puter by a regular cable through a USB port pro
vided on stargate. The system has a unique fea
ture of remote monitoring that helps the user to 
control the system from a distant location. This 
work is done as part of a large sensor web project 
for the Office of Naval Research to develop a long 
term monitoring systems for border security along 
the southern borders of Arizona. Our contribution 
is the development of this proof-of-concept sensor 

web system which can be deployed ullder different 
environments. 

2 Related wark 

Much research work has been done in wir'les s u
sor networks with varying degree of success. Mo. t 
researches are focused on simulation analysis. Onat 
et. aI., [1] introduced a novel anomaly dptectioll 
based security scheme for large scale s nsor net
works that exploits the stability in their neiO'hbot
hood information. In the simulation , each node 
builds a simple stat istical model of its neighbor>i 's 
behavior, and changes can be detec ted based on 
these statistics. Roman et . al., [2J propo eel a 
general intrusion detection system architecture for 
static sensor networks, where some nodes are able 
to choose independently to monitor the communi
cat ions in their neighborhood. Blumenthal et. al., 
[3], described a software architecture for 111 bile eli
sor networks. This work mainly discusses tt frame
work to simpl ify the development of software for 
sensor network applications. Additional researdt 
work can be found on [4] and [5]. 

Lubrin et. aI., [6] developed a mote based wire
less sensor network with remote monitoring capa
bilities using a PDA to display pat.ient vital infor
mation such as heart rate, body temperature , and 
so on. The PDA (mobile monitor) sends this data 
through the internet to a central database serv r 
which uses Microsoft IIS to interface with the PDA. 
With this type of approach, there is a possibility of 
data interception when transferring vital and con
fidential patient data over the internet . Using se
cure shell software can be one solution to avoid this 
problem. 

Hamrit a et. al., [7] demonstrated an event 
driven smart sensor and RFID reader integrated 
system by deploying wireless smart sensors in a con
trolled environment. "enventListener" program, a 
piece of software package in nesC, is used t o write 
the sensor readings of the environmelltal parame
ters to the database enabling real time remote mon
itoring of the system. The authors also discuss set
ting up a database on a server and access the net
work by querying t hrough a web form to be able to 
monitor the system. However , they were unable to 
find sufficient documentation on the RFID readeI' 
to integrate it with the lVIICA2DOT mote, thus 
they cannot capture the actual RFID read event. 

In [8], the authors discussed the problem of 
tracking objects with sparsely located binaTY sen
sors. They argued that tracking with sensor net

-
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work localization was complicated and presented 
many problems such as the inaccuracy of sensors. 
Also, sensor network had a low detection probabil
ity of tracking and high false detection probabilities 
due to a limited power supply and operates in the 
low signal to noise ratio (SNR) regime. Thus, they 
developed a distributed tracking algorithm based 
on the formulation and over the finite state space 
of sensor without sensor model and sensor network 
localization. In summary, this system was suitable 
to addn:::i::i indoor tracking problems where both the 
level of tracking an object movement and sensor 
network self-localization were high. For outdoor 
tracking application, it was only helpful when the 
degree of the passage connectivity graph of a sensor 
network was small. 

Demirkol et. aI., [9] conducted simulations of 
packet traffic modeling on wireless sensor networks 
for intrusion detection. Simulation parameters used 
are the number of sensor nodes, surveillance area, 
sensing range, and sampling interval. 

3 	 Hardware and software 
components 

This work requires many different components, 
most of which are from Crossbow Inc., [10]. In this 
section, a greater detail on the components used 
will be explained. The hardware components in
clude stargate computer, .tvIICA2 motes , MIB510 
serial interface board , MTS310 sensor board, and 
a webcam. The software components are Xlisten, 
cygwin , Java JDK, and apache web-server. 

Stargate. Stargate is a powerful single board 
computer with enhanced communications and sen
sor signal processing capabilities. It supports appli
cations around TinyOS based wireless sensor net
works and smart dust technology. Figure 2 shows 
a typical stargate. 

Stargate has 400 MHz RISC processor , 64MB 
RAM , 32MB flash with a size of 3.5 x 2.5 inches [11]. 
It also has one type II compact flash dot (a 802.llb 
wireless compact flash card). A 256MB SanDisk 
compact flash card is used to have sufficient storage 
space for our database. This size of card should 
provide a couple years worth of space to store sensor 
data. 

One of the interesting uses for the stargate is 
an application server. It is a remotely deployed 
stargate configured with software for local manage
ment of a sensor network. There are two server 
software that can be installed: Apache web-server 
for web-based applications and a Java runtime. A 

Microprocessor 

Antenna 
Connector 

ExpansIOn
Con clQl 

8011 	 ry Pock 

Figure 3: Crossbow MICA2 mea:3Urement ·""stem. 

Figure 4: Serial interface board. 

version of the Apache web-server is located on t he 
stargate support CDROM. In this particular appli
cation, Apache web-server is used to display picture 
of the intruder. 

MICA2 Motes. The MICA2 mote is a third 
generation mote sensors. It is designed mostly for 
embedded sensor networks. Its frequency is 916 
MHz and can be chosen in any single frequency 
range from 903 MHz to 927 MHz. For outdoor ap
plication, the range can reach to 70 feet. If the 
MICA2 is on the ground, however, its range de
crease to 40 feet. Similarly, for indoor app lication, 
its range changes between 50 and 70 feet. \Vhen 
there is multipath distortion , which can block the 
process of transmitting data, its range is 30 feet . 
Figure 3 shows a typical MICA2 used. 

MIB510 Serial Interface Board. This serial 
interface board allows for the aggregation of sensor 
network data on any standard computer platforms. 
It acts as a base station for wireless sensor network 
with the MICA2 motes. Figure 4 shows a typical 
MIB510 used. 

MTS310 Sensor Board. This is a flexible 
sensor board with a variety of sensing modalities 
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F igure 2: Stargate development platform: processor board (left) and daughter card (right). 

including 2-ax is accelerometer (ADXL202) , 2-axis 
magnetometer , light, temperature, acoustic, and 
sounder. 

Because of the fast growth in this technology, the 
price of motes fall and their capabilities rise along 
with the rest of semicond uctor technology; those 
wireless s(!nsors are used for boosting productivity, 
opening fw~h avenues for scientific research, and 
enabling creative ways to prevent and respond to 
emergencies, environmental, and military applica
tions. This type of sensor nodes run on TinyOS 
operating system. These sensors link up with their 
neighbors fro m the moment they are turned on. 
Depending on the foliage and environmental con
ditions, the radio range differ, lower the radio fre
quencies longer the ranges in an outdoor deploy
ment. At 433 MHz, the range can be between 200 
to 500 feet, and at 916 MHz on the other hand , 
the range varies from 100 to 300 feet . MTS310 is 
suitable for a wide range of applications keeping in 
mind that sensor units shou ld be placed at least 1 
to 3 feet above the ground to maximize the com
munication range. Placing units at ground, grass or 
other foliage are factors of decreasing the communi
cation radius. Figure 5 illustrates the components 
of MTS310. 

Webcam. The webcam is used to take picture 
of a.ny intruder and send it to the web-server in 
a real-time. However, there are only two suitable 
units with stargate because of their special drivers. 
The reason is that stargate uses Linux, which pro
vides support for Philips USB webcams and OV
cam drivers. 

X listen. This program is supplied by Crossbow 
Inc. [10]. As its name indicates, its main func
tion is to listen for incoming sensor data messages , 

Mlcrop!'tone / lone ~ Tem~tlJfe.. Pan alKln',c ER T-JiVRI03J 

UaiMt.om.\er ~...""""tli l 
HMC1.OO2 (MTSalOCA ontr 
~.1:M.rnG 

.AcUII!tfO~ 0\[)1~XL202 

\ liTS3l.OC'- ol'lf)'1 
. 2".. 

R~I\.~oO'T" ::'!'lG 

Figure 5: MTS310 sensor board. 

such as temperature, humidity, and so on in a BE'

rial port. On stargate, it acts as the intermediary 
between the sensor readings from the wireless net
work of sensors and the Postgres database installf.'d 
00 stargate. Xlisten is able to recognize and in
terpret packets in a st andardized format, includ
ing node ID, parent, sensor- board ID , and voltage. 
Data transmitted by the motes is either a raw ana
log or digital reading. 

As mentioned earlier, final conversion to engi
neering units is done by Xlisten. The full C source 
code for conversion is available and provides a good 
reference for converting sensor readings for the en
tire line of Crossbow wireless product [101. 

Cygwin. Cygwin is developed by Cygnus Solu
tions Inc [12] . Cygwin allows many UMX applica
tions to run on a windows platform. Mainly, it is 
used to port software that runs on POSIX systems 
to run on Windows . Cygwin has a GNU develop
ment toolchain which allows basic software develop
ment tasks and some application programs equiv
alent to common programs on the UnL\: system to 
run on windows. 

Java JDK. JDK is used to compile and run 

-
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mote-test and other software applications. The 
communications API package, javax.comm, pro
vides applications an access to RS-232 hardware or 
serial ports. 

Apache web-server. The Apache web-server 
allows secure and reliable remote web-based client 
connections. For example, in our work, the files of 
a personal computer can be shared over the Inter
net. Here, Apache web-server is installed at star
gate computer. Since the files are located in the 
Apache 's document root , they can be easily shared. 
This software provides the designer an ability to 
preview and test the code while the code is being 
developed. Basically, this server is used to upload 
and update new images of any intruders collected 
from the stargate. The stargate runs an HTML file 
to check the intruder detection signal sent from the 
local computer. When there is a change in the sig
nal.. the html file immediately triggers the remote 
machine to execute the bash shell (webcam.sh) to 
take a picture. This web-server is refreshed every 
second to ensure that new pictures are updated. 

\Vhen an intruder crosses the monitored field, 
"ome of the sensor motes detect a change in the in
tensity of the light since the intruder might obstruct 
the ambient light conditions in the environment in 
which the sensors are programmed for. V/hen this 
happens , the system concludes that the light inten
sity crossed the threshold for triggering the alarm 
to indicate the presence of an intruder. 

4 System Implementation 

Sensor data can be accessed either from Post
greSQL database or from raw data streams. It 
is ineffici nt to read real-time data directly from 
the database because each time a packet is read, 
the JDBC record-set need to be updated. The 
following is an example of a raw data packet. 
The first three bytes in the packets are used to 
indicate the start of a new set of data according 
to Crossbow's manual for the raw data's message 
format. 

FF FF 007D 1D 84010500 A801 F2011602 EF 
013800780229032703000000000000000000 

Each data packet contains several fields of data. 
The overa ll message format is as follows: 

Destination address: 7D 1D 
Message handler ID: 84 
Group ID: 01 

NO _ "0" 
in ddIo- ftIe 

Figure 6: Calculation on the chan" s of the light 
values 

Source address: 05 00 
Temperature: F2 01 
Light: 16 02 
Microphone: EF 01 
accelX: 38 00 
accelY: 78 02 
magX: 29 03 
magY: 27 03 

where accelX and accelY represent values of ac
celerometer, magX and magY are values of nmg
netometer which measures the strength of magnet 
field. The MTS310 MICA sensor board has five sen
sors: accelerometer, magnetometer, microphone, 
light, and temperature. In our application, we are 
interested in the changes of the light values which 
trigger an intruder detection mecha.ttism. Figure 6 
is presents our design. 

In our application, we have used three sensors: 
two senders and one receiver. In our experimen
tal set up, the threshold is set as 5.5. However, 
it can be tuned to different testing environments. 
Initially, our program waits for 5 seconds for signal 
stabilization since the initial signals are unstable. 
Upon activation , the local computer collects spttsor 
data from the motes placed at random locations on 
the field through the serial MIB510 connector. Af
ter receiving each packet, the 14th and 15th bytes 
(corresponding to light data) of each packet are se
lected and converted into decimal data values. The 
variations of light data is obtained from remot,c sen
sors. Instead of having the sensor system to read a 
threshold level, the local computer writes a binary 
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SECURE CONNECTION 

LOCAL COMPUTER ===.' STARGATE COMPUTER

l _ __: 
SEJ.iSOR· ._ SENSOR' . 

MIB510 I' 

. SEN SCR . SENSOR 

Figure 7: Secure connection . 

code to a data-file. If the lighLchanges parameter 
(standard deviation) exceeds a pre-defined thresh
old, the Listen.java code starts to write a value of 
1 to the data-file meaning that there is an intruder. 
Otherwise, a 0 is written to indicate an absence of 
an intruder. This "file writing" operation in the 
sensor Jav?- code is continuously run by the local 
computer. After the detection is achieved , the sys
tem delays the next set of data collection for 5 sec
onds for the system to synchronize and convey the 
p resence of the intruder to the stargate. This data
file is then transfered to the apache web-server. 

Vlhenever an intruder crosses, the change of 
the light value triggers the remote camera and an 
alarm. This is achieved by sending the data file 
to the stargate a t each instance by a network ca
ble. This is done by establishing a "trusted" se
cure connection between the local computer and 
the stargate as demonstrated in Figure 7. 

This secure connection is necessary in order to 
prevent data interruption and corruption. This file 
transfer operation is critical for the sensor web sys
tem since this will be used to locate the presence 
of an intruder. In order to achieve the file transfer 
operation, a Unix command "scp", which is embed
ded in the Java code is used. This operation takes 
place after the use of "ssh-keygen" method, which 
use,. private and public keys to enable the stargate 
and the local computer to recognize each other as 
trusted hosts. 

Once the data file is secured at the stargate, it 
runs continuously to detect the presence or absence 
of an intruder. To do this, a bash script is run on 
the stargate to check for the binary value written 
in the data file. If it finds a value of "1", it means 
an intruder is det ect ed and the stargate triggers the 
web camera to t ake a picture of the intruder. This 
picture is then transferred to the apache web-server. 
The picture is embedded in HTML file which can 
be accessed by all the client machines. If the bash 
script reads a "0" from the data file , no immedi

ate action is taken d ue to absence of t he int,[ud r . 
The webcam can be configured to take pi tures at, 

various resolutions. For example, a picture call be 
taken with 640 x 480 settings to have a high reso
lution image of the intruder. However, the system 
usually is set at a lower resolution to r duce ::;Ybt.elll 
power consumption and also bandwidth required to 
access the pictures from the web it . 

Using apache web-server enables users to mon
itor the system from a remote location. If a m;er 
is connected to the internet, h / she would be able 
to access the apache web-server on the stargate to 
retrieve the intruder pictures from anywhere. 

Even though the stargate is a small low-power 
computer, it has some high-end capabilities such as 
the ability to act as an HTTP apache web-server 
and run Java applications. 'When the stargate takes 
the picture of the intruder , it automatically trclllS
fers a copy of the picture to the apache se r such 
that it can be accessed by users at remote locations. 
A time delay for 2 seconds is included in I It sl·a.r
gate system such that it can synchronize with f he 
local computer. A webpage is designed to holtl thP. 
pictures from the intruders and it refreshes every 
second to reload the page. This ensures t h;<\ t no 
target or intruder is missed. 

4.1 Raw Data 

Here is an example of raw data that is collected 
during the testing period: 

temp [0] [0] =885 
FF FF 00 7D ID 84010100 C701 F3017503 DF 
014A 00170019031603000000000000000000 
temp [0] [1] =841 
LighLchanges [0] : 31.11269837220809 
intruder*************1 I I 

FF FF 007D ID 84010100 C701 F3014903 EC 
014A 00170019031703000000000000000000 
temp [0] [0] =830 
FF FF 007D ID 84010100 C701 F3013E 03 EB 
014A 00170019031603000000000000000000 
temp [0] [1] =834 
Light_changes [0] :2.8284271247461903 
No intruder! 
FF FF 00 7D ID 84010100 C701 F4014203 
F3014A 00170019031703000000000000000000 
temp [0] [0] =838 
FF FF 007D ID 84010100 C701 F4014603 F2014A 
00170019031603000000000000000000 
temp [0] [1] =806 
Light_changes [0] :22.627416997969522 
intruder*************!! ! 

-
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The Listen.java is programmed to collect every 
two packets of the sensor data and calculate 
the light-changes parameter . Based on those 
calculated values , a message of intruder or no 
intruder is displayed for the users. The light 
value, such as temp[Oj [1]= 806, is already con
verted into decimal data. The first and second 
numbers in the array indicate the sensor node 
and the packet number respectively. For ex
ample , temp[Oj[1]= 806 indicates that light value 
is 806 from node ID 0 and this is the second packet. 

4.2 HTTP Webpage 

A simple webpage was created to show an image of 
the intruder . The HTTP address is the IP address 
of the stargate. As we discussed earlier , this web
server will be refreshed every second to ensure t he 
pictures are updated. If there is no intruder, this 
browser does not display any image. 

In conclusion, the time-line of operation of the 
sensor web system can be summarized as follows: 

• 	 Activate sensor web system by starting the 
sensor data collection by running t he Lis
ten.java code in the local machine-verify the 
sensors are returning data through the seria l 
connection 

• 	 Activate t he stargate bash script which checks 
for the bin ary code in the data file 

• 	 Intruder enters t he environment , light thresh
old value is crossed , sensors indicate presence 
of intruder. Local machine now sends a dat a
file with "1" to the stargate through a secure 
link. 

• 	 Stargate bash sc ript, webcam.sh , finds that 
there is a 'T ' in the data-file and triggers the 
camera to take a picture of the intruder. It 
waits 2 seconds and checks for data-file again 
for the binary code. 

• 	 Apache server in the stargate stores the picture 
in a jpeg format and waits for a client webpage 
to access the server. It also refreshes the web
page every second. \Vhen a user at remote 
locat ion opens up a webpage, the apache web
server accepts t he connection and sends the 
picture to the client machine through HTTP 
protocol. This client machine then displays the 
pict ure of the intruder. 

Cant. an Security and Management I SAM'O? I 

5 Conclusions 

In th is paper, we implement an intrusion dC'tC'ct ioo 
system in sensor networks using small size. low cost, 
low power Berkeley motes. An intrudp.r a ll be RUl 

cessfully detected when crossing the mOlt itort'd Il 

vironment. Once t he system detect an intruder, 
the webcam automatically takes pictures which, ill 
turn , will be transferred to our star'gate serVPL 
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